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WSIB & GRIEVANCES
Dear Brothers & Sisters,

We have faced some tough times over
the past few years but the membership
 Update from Ottawa
has been resilient and for the most part
avoided any serious concessions at the
 Member’s Updates
bargaining table. We know it has been
Greg Hoath
frustrating. We realize we haven't always Business Manager
received what we deserve. However, as I always say, it is better to have
gradual increases than the devastating swings we see in the market. Some sense of stability
I believe is better for you, the members, and your families.


Update from Hamilton

Allow me to change direction and focus on two very different workplace issues that are
creating frustrations - WSIB & workplace injuries and enforcing the collective agreement
through the grievance procedure.
Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB) when receiving a claim will first attempt to deny
by taking advantage of a worker’s lack of procedural
ANY workplace
knowledge. ANY workplace accident or injury whether minor or
major must always be reported to management immediately.
accident or injury
For example, one cuts his/her finger while
whether minor or
minor in nature should be reported. Why?
major must always
Because if it gets infected but was not
initially reported, WSIB will deny any claim.
be reported to
The key is a workplace incident or accident
management
does not have to be severe enough to send
immediately.
you to a hospital to report it as a WSIB claim. You do not have
to have lost time at work to have a valid WSIB claim. Know
your rights, report all incidents to management. The employer is required to complete a
Form 7 - WSIB incident report. Timing is everything. The sooner you seek medical attention
the more likely a WSIB claim will be successful. By law, the medical practitioner must file a
Form 8 with WSIB. Soon thereafter, you will receive a Form 6 to be completed.
(continued on page 2)
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WSIB & GRIEVANCES (continued)
Please do not assume all parties follow procedure. Be diligent, be persistent and follow up
checking all details of paperwork. All too often we twist, bend or perhaps lift at work and
experience pain. What do we do? We think it is nothing, finish the day, go home and hope it
gets better. That is exactly what the WSIB counts on! A worker not understanding the proper
procedure is not an acceptable reason for delays or improper filing. Don't be a victim. Report
all workplace accidents or incidents to ensure coverage of lost wages or medical benefits
and seek immediate medical attention. If you are offered an accommodation (meaning a
position that is modified to meet your physical injury restrictions determined by your doctor),
you must try to work the modified position. Communicate any issues while performing the
modified position. If you do not accept a modified position that meets your medical physical
restrictions, your application for WSIB will be discontinued.
Enforcing the collective agreement is every member's
responsibility. ANY violation of the articles, legislation and/or
past practices must be reported to management and grieved
where necessary. Like with WSIB, one can't just allow violations
to occur or that becomes precedent setting for all members of
y o ur b a r g a i n i n g u n i t .
Be diligent, know and
Enforcing the agreement
must also be done in a timely
understand your
fashion in accordance with
collective agreement
your grievance procedure.
and always err on the
Stewards and members
side of caution when
should be aware of those grievance timelines. Nothing is
enforcing the
more frustrating than being asked by a member: "Do I
agreement.
have a valid grievance?", the answer be "yes", only to
discover the violation occurred three months earlier or
that the violation has been repeated previously without any challenge from the membership.
In these cases, the grievance cannot be successfully argued as it would be deemed untimely
by an arbitrator. All too often, we hear members say, " I will let it go this time...." which makes
it a binding precedent and renders the article violated meaningless. Members being naive or
not understanding is unfortunately not an acceptable excuse! Be diligent, know and
understand your collective agreement and always err on the side of caution when enforcing
the agreement. File a grievance as it can always be withdrawn. Not filing and the union and
members lose!
We hope you had an enjoyable and relaxing summer.
Fraternally,
Greg Hoath
Business Manager IUOE 772
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HAMILTON LABOUR ANNOUNCES BOYCOTT OF
CARMEN’S AND GLOBAL SPECTRUM FACILITIES
The Hamilton and District Labour Council has launched a boycott of
Carmen's and its hotel on the mountain, the Hamilton Convention
Centre, FirstOntario Centre, and Hamilton Place to support the members
of the International Union of Operating Engineers (IUOE) Local 772 who,
in effect, have been "locked out" by Carmen's from performing work at
the Convention Centre. Delegates overwhelmingly approved the
recommendation from the Executive Council on March 20, 2014.
Labour Council strongly urges its affiliated unions to show support for
these workers by not booking meetings or events at any of the facilities under boycott,
cancelling or moving meetings or events already planned, refusing to buy tickets or attend
events at any of the facilities and asking their members to do likewise. It is anticipated that
national and provincial officers of the member unions of the Canadian Labour Congress and the
Ontario Federation of Labour will respect this action when making decisions about meeting and
convention locations. Specific tactics to support the boycott will be developed in the coming
days.
Labour Council also calls upon the City of Hamilton, as owner of the downtown facilities, to
enforce the terms of the Management Agreement that ceded control of the convention centre to
Carmen’s and put the arena and theatre auditorium in the hands of Global Spectrum. The city
must insist that the companies immediately negotiate a shared services agreement that fully
accommodates IUOE’s collective agreement or bring its former employees back in-house. This is
a legitimate collective agreement. The workers are being hurt now, and it is likely that taxpayers
will share the pain if this situation persists.
IUOE Local 772 business manager Greg Hoath said, “While the City of Hamilton was busy
patting itself on the back for privatizing HECFI, it neglected to exercise due diligence in ensuring
one could not drive a truck through the loopholes in the Management Agreement obligations.”
He added, “Anyone recall the Water Wastewater fiasco with Philip Utilities? We hold the City of
Hamilton, Global Spectrum Facilities Management and Carmen’s equally responsible for the
intolerable and inexcusable situation that currently exists.”
“These workers are caught in the middle of a situation that rightly should have been resolved
before the Management Agreement was implemented, but has festered for a year now. IUOE
Local 772 has been insistent but patient in pursuing a just and workable solution to this
matter”, said Mary Long, president of the Hamilton and District Labour Council. “With only
stonewalling and finger-pointing to show for their efforts, the time has come for broader public
pressure on all parties to the Management Agreement to make it work for everyone - including
the employees. It's only fair.”
All CURC members and supporters are urged to support the boycott. For further information
contact Greg Hoath Business Manager IUOE at [905]527-5250 or Mary Long at
[905]547-2944.
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2014 IN OTTAWA
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND HOW IT ALL WORKS
Negotiation Teams and memberships are experienced and aware of the
Negotiation Process, however for some the process can be confusing.
In Ontario and for IUOE Local 772, the process is
clearly defined in several steps as follows:
 First you will receive a survey in advance to get
feedback on the expiring collective agreement,
changes to be made and member priorities. Note:
for a first-time agreement, the priority is to maintain
Lynda Cloutier
current rights under the old collective agreement, and negotiate
monetary gains and improvements.
Business Agent (Ottawa)
 Next a formal “Notice to Bargain” letter is sent serving notice from
the Union or the Employer, within specific timelines, indicating that either the Union or
Employer want to negotiate changes and/or improvements.
 Both the Union and Employer prepare a proposal based on the feedback and their
priorities.
 Proposals are exchanged and bargaining dates scheduled. Some negotiations are
completed within days while others may take 12+ months.
 If an agreement between the Union and Employer is reached, it is presented to the
membership to ratify or not.
 Note: If the agreement is not recommended by your Negotiation Team it could be the final
offer from the Employer, OR last offer without any of the Union member’s priorities or
concessions. Members decide by voting to “Ratify” or “Reject”. Vote: Majority is 50 plus 1
to ratify or not.
 Note: If the tentative agreement is recommended by your Negotiation Team, it is the best
your Negotiation Team believes is possible due to a number of factors, such as gains in
language, economic climate, Employer business situation or trends in monetary gains.
 Legal requirements are that if no agreement is reached or talks break down, an application
to the Ministry of Labor is made for a Conciliation Officer to be appointed. This Conciliation
Officer is neutral and is there to assist only. This does not mean a deal will be reached. If
unsuccessful, the Conciliation Officer issues a “No Board” letter indicating that the Parties
did not reach an agreement.
 Members deemed an “Essential Service” such as Healthcare providers who do not have a
“right to strike”, if a deal is not reached in Conciliation; the next step is an “Interest
Arbitration”.
 For members who are “non-essential service” and have a “right to strike”, if a deal is not
reached in Conciliation, members will have a strike vote and start to plan for a lock out or
strike action.
(continued on page 5)
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(continued)

2014 IN OTTAWA

Your Union Representative is part of your Negotiation Team providing assistance, bargaining
strategies and guidance. It is the workplace members on the Negotiation Team who provide
details and expertise specific to the workplace.
With the new Federal Government and economic climate, Bargaining every monetary
gain and
wage increases will certainly be a challenge!


With some of our memberships, we narrowly escaped strike action due to unreasonable demands
by Employers for major concessions.

UPCOMING CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
2014 - Opened Contracts


AECL



Canadian Bank Note — Bookbinders Guild



Heritage Manor/Chartwell



Hillel Lodge Group A & C

2015
 Almonte District Hospital and Fairview
Manor







Bentall Kennedy (Canada) LP - Group A & B
Bruyère Continuing Care (St. Vincent &
Elisabeth Bruyère Hospitals)
Carleton Place and District Memorial
Hospital
Compass Group Canada (Health Services)
Ltd



Kemptville District Hospital



Queensway-Carleton Hospital



Natrel- Agropur Division



YMCA-YWCA Group A & B

NEW HIRE IN IUOE OTTAWA OFFICE
We are pleased to welcome Allan Stead to our Ottawa Office. Allan joins us in a job share
with Diane as Executive Assistant. Allan brings both Union and Labour Relations experience.
Welcome!

OTTAWA OFFICE HOURS
The Ottawa Office hours for the Executive Assistants are now
Monday to Friday 8:30 am to 1:30 pm.
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A STATIONARY ENGINEER THE BEGINNING OF A LIFELONG PASSION AND CAREER

by Jody Piette—
Building & Systems Operator, Chief Operating Engineer
It all began in 1993. I wasn’t sure, after leaving school in 1991, just what I wanted to do for
money or a career. I worked at a variety of seasonal positions which left me ice fishing all
winter but knew I needed to start a career in something. A person can only ice fish for so
long! So I decided to contact the local College in Ottawa to explore different career options.
To my luck, I was directed to the Coordinator for Trades, Tim Breton, who took the time to
answer questions, provide guidance and explore the options available. My future was clear. I
enrolled in the power engineering program. With an aptitude in math, physics and mechanics,
my quest for a career was over. As a Power Engineer, l was on my way to a career that
provided daily challenges that I enjoy to this day with a superior wage, pension and benefits.
During the summer holidays and weekdays, I completed the “on the job training” at
Queensway-Carleton Hospital and I graduated with honours in June 1996. With a break in my
career for personal reasons, then working two jobs and applications for full time employment,
in August 1998, I was hired on as a 4th class engineer and I continue to this day, my career
as a Stationary Engineer at the Hospital. I was set for life. The best of all was that I had
already worked at the Hospital through college and had the opportunity to blueprint the entire
HVAC system while doing my on the job training, as well as become a permanent Team
member of the guys at the Plant.
My first year, I was the preventative maintenance guy servicing all of the equipment. This was
great hands on experience. The second year entailed working on the Y2K project in
anticipation of a major catastrophe of computer shutdowns. It’s funny 15 years later.
Next, there were Hospital expansions and equipment changes. After the emergency building
expansion, the main boiler room retrofit included the installation of a co-generating plant, the
operation of a V20 engine and maximizing the output of a co-generation system. A new chiller
system was added in 2009. Since 1994, with a building size of 680,000ft 2, the Plant is now
responsible for over 1,200,000ft2, doubling in size with a state-of-the-art facility and full
computer control for all facilities.
With the growth of the Hospital, equipment and Plant, my career, personal and professional
growth have similarly grown: a 4th class engineer in 1998, Lead Hand in 2006 and now the
Building & Systems Operator, Chief Operating Engineer. I am fortunate in that I can look back
from the beginning on my career decision, growth, the satisfaction of making a difference,
being part of the Union, enjoying the daily challenges and leading a Team.
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LOOK WHO'S GOTTEN A RAISE SINCE THE '80S—AND WHO HASN'T
If you're interested in trends in income inequality in Canada, you'll want to see this.
University of British Columbia economists Thomas Lemieux and Craig Riddell, who is also
a research fellow at the Institute for Research on Public Policy, presented an eyepopping chart at the institute's recent Conference on Income Inequality.

INCOME GROWTH (%)

Drawn from tax data since the early 1980s, the economists show there was virtually no
change in real income growth between 1982 and 2010 among those below the top 10%. As
you move up, "distribution gains become much larger." The top 0.01%, for example, saw a
jump of 160%. Check it out:

Source: Top
Incomes in
Canada: Evidence
from the Census.
Thomas Lemieux,
Craig Riddell,
Vancouver School
of Economics,
UBC. IRPP paper,
February 2014.

INCOME BRACKET (%)
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GREAT NEWS!
POWER ENGINEERING RECRUITMENT VIDEO
The TSSA had a real concern – a critical shortage of power
engineers which meant shutting down vital components of our
society. So a recruitment video was produced that would be
shown to high school students across the province to show our
young audience what a power engineer really does in an
informative, dynamic, and relevant way. View the video at
iuoe772.org/news

MCMASTER UNIVERSITY LABOUR STUDIES
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
Education Designed for Workers! This program
gives working people the opportunity to
understand and change the problems they face as
workers. Discussion includes how work is
changing, how government policies effect workers,
and the role of the labour movement today.
McMaster will schedule around shift work,
overtime and family obligations. Most courses are
in the evening or on weekends. For more info, visit www.labourstudies.mcmaster.ca/hdlcmac-mohawk-certificates.

IUOE LOCAL 772 WEBSITE
Come visit us on the web at www.iuoe772.org! Our site features up-to-date news stories,
Steward information, and job postings.

EMAIL ADDRESS CHANGE IUOE LOCAL 772 (HAMILTON)
Please note that we have a new email address at the Hamilton office. You can reach us at
iuoe772hamilton@rogers.com.
Do you have any good workplace stories or articles that you would like to share in our
next newsletter? Let us know! Email us at iuoe772hamilton@rogers.com
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GREAT NEWS!
LOCAL 772 CONTINUES TO DELIVER ON TRAINING
Local 772 provides an all-encompassing training session for Shop Stewards that includes
the grievance process, arbitrations and human rights with guest speakers. Any Stewards
interested in attending are asked to contact us at 905-527-5250 (Hamilton) or
613-748-0546 (Ottawa).
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IUOE CANADIAN CONFERENCE 2014
The 56th IUOE Canadian Conference took place August 24th to 27th at the Fairmont Royal
York hotel in Toronto. Local 793 Business Manager Mike Gallagher and Local 772 Business
Manager Greg Hoath hosted with IUOE Washington, DC headquarters General President
J.T. Callahan among others in attendance. The event featured distinguished guest speakers
including Ontario Premier Kathleen Wynne, Minister of Labour (ON) Kevin Flynn, Minister of
Finance, Energy and Municipal Affairs (PEI) Wes Sheridan, Deputy Minister (PEI) David
Arsenault, President of the Canadian Labour Congress Hassan Yussuff, Ed Broadbent of the
Broadbent Institute and Lisa Triano of Triano Law with topics covering economic,
infrastructure and employment issues. The results of a member survey was presented by
Hart Research with interesting findings. Find the details at www.iuoe772.org/news.
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OTTAWA—AREA OFFICE UPDATE
ARBITRATIONS – AWARDS AND UPCOMING


OBIS/TEMA - September 26, 2014



Contracting Out/O/T - December 2 & 3, 2014



Team Leader - October 14, 2014



Electricians - January 19 & 26, 2015

ARBITRATIONS BEING SCHEDULED


Suspension



F/T to P/T – Layoff



Stat Pay



Termination



Competition



Sick Leave Shift hours



Discipline & Counselling



Timelines Argument – Union successful at Arbitration – Preliminary objection by University of
Ottawa. Case to be heard in January 2015.



Union Representation at Investigation Stage – Preliminary objection by AECL. Union successful.
Case to be heard in January 2015.

MEMBER GENERAL INFO


When you change your address or e-mail or contact information, let us know. Call us at
1-800-286-0422 or 613-748-0546 or send an email to iuoe772hamilton@rogers.com

When you leave a message, be clear, speak slowly and provide your name, where you
work and the best way to contact you.
 If you need to call the Union office, do so on before/after work, break or lunch. Some
Employers will discipline members for calling the Union, when paid to be working.
 Let us know of any births, retirements, weddings, etc. Hearing news about our members
is important to us.


If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become more, you are a leader.
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OTTAWA—AREA OFFICE UPDATE
ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA LTD. AT CHALK RIVER
Did you know that our Members at Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) Chalk River
Laboratories (CRL) are located in the Province of Ontario, 190 km northwest of Canada's
national capital, Ottawa?
The site comprises 3,700 hectares (9,100
acres) along the Ottawa River. AECL’s Chalk
River Laboratories represent the largest
single complex within Canada’s science
and technology infrastructure. The site
contains several licensed-listed nuclear
facilities, including the National Research
Universal (NRU) reactor and many other
unique facilities and laboratories.

Chalk River Laboratories

This facility and our members are currently being restructured to what is known as a GoCo
Model. What this means is that the Government of Canada is in the process of receiving
“expressions of interest”. Lockheed Martin, SNC-Lavalin, Energy Solutions and CH2M HILL,
four of the world’s leading engineering and technology companies, have joined forces as a
consortium to become the operators of AECL CRL. The facility will remain Government
owned, contractor operated in the GoCo model for a ten (10) year period.
So far, the Government of Canada has received four (4) bidders, and the contract will be in
place by 2015.
As we negotiate a Collective Agreement as a new Bargaining Unit, we are protecting our
members current rights with successor rights as well that will ensure that with any new
“owner/operator”, the Collective Agreement will continue to apply and be binding.

HUMAN RIGHTS ARE FOR EVERYONE!
Harassment and discrimination, equal rights and opportunities, in
services, housing, and employment. Times have changed.
Harassment is engaging in any annoying and/or provoking
comment or conduct that is considered unwelcome.
Discrimination is any practice or behaviour, whether intentional or
not, which has a negative effect on an individual or group.
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MEMBER’S UPDATE
Retirees to date 2013—2014


Alexander Archibald—Bruyère
Continuing Care



Gaetan Gauthier—
AECL



Muhammad Arshad—Sunnybrook



Craig Atkinson—Heinz
 Blaine Bender—Bruyère
Continuing Care
 Gary Cavanagh—Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)

Angele Hamelin–
Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)




Wayne Hedges—University of Ottawa
Arvine Hoffman–Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)



Wesley Holloway—Bruyère Continuing Care

David Costantino—Global Spectrum
 Adassa Davis—Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)
 Annette Delisle—Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)
 Priscilla Derouin—Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)



Jean-Pierre Labrie—Bentall Capital



Jan Makara—City of Hamilton(Water)



John Mayer—Heinz



Richard Payler—Ingredion



Bruce Picken—Global Spectrum



Ginette Roy—Canadian Bank Note (Bindery II)

David Dunbar—St. Joseph’s Hospital
Anne Fleming—Canadian Bank Note
(Bindery II)



Paul Taylor—St. Joseph’s Hospital





Louise Charron—University of Ottawa






In Memoriam
IUOE wishes to extend its condolences to the families
of Local 772 members who have passed away:


Babak Nassiri-Ziba—Brookfield Properties



Alliston (A J) Thomas—Cascades Recovery

PLEASE POST ON YOUR UNION BULLETIN BOARD TODAY!
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